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Lesson 10, Part 3b 

 

The next harmony mode in the Harmony Engine Evo is called Chord Name. In this one, you don't 

need to worry about the degree of the chords in the song's key, that second, fourth, and dominant 

stuff. You can just enter the actual chords being played. It's a lot easier, but the big benefit of using 

the Chord Degrees mode is that you can change the key of the song and the chords will still be 

correct. In the Chord's Name mode, you would have to re-enter all the chords if you decide to 

change the key of the song. The other drawback of using the Chord Name mode is that automating 

it is twice as hard as it is in the Chord Degrees mode, as we'll see in a minute. 

 

So let's go up here and choose Chord Name. The process of setting up the chords in the preset area 

is the same. Use the Assign key down here, and follow the same steps as you did in the Chord 

Degrees mode. The main difference is that since it no longer matters what key your song is in, you 

use the Key/Root dropdown to choose the letter of your chord, and you use the Chord dropdown to 

select whether the chord is major, minor, 7th, etcetera. 

 

We know that the chords in 'Son of the Sea' are G, A minor, C, and D. So you set the G by choosing 

G up here and major in this dropdown. Go ahead and put G here. Click on that first button just like 

we did before. Now for A minor, choose A as the letter under Key/Root and minor as the type of 

chord in the chord dropdown. Click Assign, change the name to A minor, and click the second 

button, and so on for the other two chords. Everything else is exactly the same as the Chord Degrees 

mode. Then you can click on the buttons at the right time in the song to change the chords. But, as 

we saw in the Chord Degrees mode, you can't record the harmony by manually changing the chords 

that way, so we have to use automation. 

 

Okay, now that we have the four chords for 'Son of the Sea' set up, let's close the effects window. 

Now we need to load an envelope track. So come over here to track envelope automation, and click 

on that icon there, where it says Trim, and first to make sure that Harmony Engine is expanded so 

that all the options are available. And this time let's click on Chord Name. Make sure visible and 

arm have Xs in them, then click on the X for the envelope window to close it, and you've got an 

envelope track. As with the Chord Degrees envelope, REAPER still does not give us chord change 

information there, it just gives us that decimal. We're just going to have to do it the way we did it 

with Chord Degrees. So open the effects window for Evo, and now watch what happens when I 

drag this line up and down. Notice what changes here. It's only what's in the chord dropdown, what 

kind of chord it is, major, major 7th, minor, etcetera. In order for the actual chord letter to change, 

we need to add another envelope track, which is another reason why Chord Degrees is a better 

option than Chord Name, in my opinion. 

 

So we need another envelope track to change the letter here, so go into the track envelope 

automation window again. This time put an X into the Key/Root box. Make sure visible and arm 

have Xs in them. Now, we have two envelope tracks. Look what happens when I drag this one up 

and down. See, now the letter of the chord changes, and we can leave the first envelope alone for G, 

which is the first chord of 'Son of the Sea' 'cause it's major already. So, what we need to do is 

highlight the first chord change, which is, "Wind on the... " So highlight that, and make sure toggle 

repeat is on. "I'm the wind on the... Wind on the... " And now come over and nudge the volume 

knob for the chord letter envelope, and that breaks off a section. And now all we have to do is drag 

this line until it says G major. "I'm the" is actually a C major, so let's go ahead and drag that first 
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one until it says C, and pull it down here to C. There we go. "I'm the wind on the... " 
 

So we have our first chord change. "I'm the" is a C, "Wind on the" is a G. Now we'll do the third 

one, which is, "Ocean I'm" and that one is going to be A minor, so we'll need to adjust both of the 

envelopes. So let's nudge the volume knob for the Chord Name, breaking off the piece we want, and 

we'll drag that until it says minor. There we go, now we need to change the chord to an A minor. So, 

we need to find A, which we actually have to drag up for. There we go, and now we have an A 

minor. So, let's take a listen to what we have. "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm... " Very nice, so we 

would just continue like that until we get all our chord changes in, and when we're done it looks and 

sounds like this. "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one with the land. I'm the mist rolling over the lee. 

I have made human history and I am still here. I'm a man and a son of the sea." 

 

It's really not bad sounding for machine generated harmony. But what can really be a good use for 

Evo is figuring out harmony parts. That can be tough for a lot of people, and this could be the 

solution. As an example, after using any of the previous harmony modes, this one's the Chord Name 

mode, you could just open the Evo window, and solo each part to learn each individual harmony, 

like this. "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one with the land." "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one 

with the land. I'm the mist rolling over the lee." "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one with the land." 

 

Now let's take a look at one more Harmony mode in Evo, the MIDI channels mode. As the name 

suggests, you'll use MIDI to control the harmonies, and in this mode you have absolute control over 

what notes are sung by each voice. So you can use this mode to recreate existing harmony parts. Of 

course that means you have to actually already know those harmony parts before you start. 

 

So here's how it works, start as before with the lead vocal audio track in track one, and Harmony 

Engine Evo loaded onto that track. And make sure that MIDI channels is selected as the harmony 

source from the harmony control. Next, add two empty tracks underneath the first track, double 

click and double click again to add those two tracks. Let's make the first of these track two into the 

high harmony part. Remember in the re-voice demo when you learned how to create a MIDI file, 

we're going to do that again here. I won't go over all the basics again, but in a nutshell you would 

either use a MIDI keyboard and record the part. If you do that, make sure that you come down and 

use input MIDI and choose your MIDI keyboard, or you can just do what I do which is what we're 

gonna demo here and create a MIDI item the same duration as the top track. So I make a selection 

and insert new MIDI item. 

 

Before we start creating notes, we need to create a send from this track to the track that has Evo on 

it. So we'll drag from this route icon on track two to the route icon on track one, and where it says 

MIDI all, choose one so that the MIDI here will feed into the first harmony voice channel here in 

Evo. Now let's create some MIDI notes. Put your cursor close to the beginning. The harmony note 

for "I'm the" for the high part is a B, so let's draw a line in B here. "I'm the wind... " Okay let's zoom 

in a bit, then "wind on the ocean" that should be a G. "I'm the wind on the ocean." And you would 

do that until you finished all the notes for that part. Also make sure that you choose channel one for 

that MIDI file and here's what it looks like when it's done. Voila, like magic. Let's listen. "I'm the 

wind on the ocean. I'm one with the land." 

 

Do you notice how the volume varies a lot? That's because when I drew in the MIDI notes the 

volumes weren't all the same. That's fine though, just open the Evo window and slide the MIDI 

velocity sensitivity from 100 all the way to the left so it says one. Now press the spacebar and take a 
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listen. "I'm the wind on the ocean. I'm one with the land." So the volume is a lot more even and it 
allows us to control the volume with the channel controls here. So let's set this a little lower to like -

13 and try that. "I'm the wind on the oce... " Let's try -11. "I'm the wind on... " Okay, that's pretty 

good. Now we do the same thing for the second harmony track. So you would draw in your 

harmony parts by creating a MIDI item and drawing them in like we did above. And when you do 

that, you will end up with a file that looks like this. And remember to create a send from this track 

to track one. And on this one we want the MIDI to come from channel two and that will allow the 

part to come through on this channel here. 

 

Also, in the MIDI item make sure that channel two is selected. "I'm the wind on the oce... " Okay, 

now that's a little loud, so go up here and you see that it's only at -6, so we can drop that to -11. "I'm 

the wind on the ocean. I'm one with the land." Also note that these voice channels are panned 50% 

left and 50% right. You can change that to your heart's content, make it go 100% left and right if 

you want, or pan it up the middle whatever you'd like. Now, let's hear the finished product. "I'm the 

wind on the ocean, I'm one with the land. I'm the mist rolling over the lee. I have made human 

history and I am still here. I'm a man and a son of the sea." That almost sounds like real voices, 

doesn't it? Not too shabby. 

 

One last feature I wanna point out in Evo is called CHOIR. This simulates multiple voices for each 

channel. So if I play a little bit here, "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one... " That's with no CHOIR 

turned on. Let's double all three parts. Select two voices from the CHOIR here, and click on input 

for the melody and voice one and voice two and see what that sounds like. "I'm the wind on the 

ocean, I'm one with the land. I'm the mist rolling over the lee." Let's try it with 16 voices. This will 

really make it sound like a CHOIR. "I'm the wind on the ocean, I'm one with the land. I'm the mist 

rolling over the lee." So that gives you even more options to play with the number of voices that 

sing the harmonies. So that's how you would use Harmony Engine Evo to create harmonies. It's 

pretty expensive and involves a lot of work, but it might be just the kind of thing that some people 

are looking for. 

 

Also, I should point out that Evo can do a lot more stuff than we demoed. There are dozens of other 

tweaks and customizations available that you can play with, if you decide to purchase it. Next up is 

our final Harmony software demo, Zplane's Vielklang Instant Harmony. Funny name, but very cool 

program. See you in the next video.  


